
Stellar Structure



What have we learned?
•  Can determine surface temperature via blackbody radia<on, and 

absorp<on spectra
•  Can determine rela<ve magnitude, and a?er determining distance 

through parallax, absolute magnitude => Luminosity
•  Rela<ng black-body intensity to Luminosity yields surface and hence 

radius
•  Binary stars: red- and blue shi? of spectral lines determines absolute 

veloci<es; <me dependence determines angular velocity of rota<on 
around common center of gravity => distance of both stars from 
center of gravity

•  Kepler’s law gives sum of masses and Newton’s 3rd law gives ra<o of 
masses => individual masses

•  Combining everything: average density



Hertzsprung-Russel Diagram



Ques<on: How do we deduce interior 
structure of stars from these observa<ons?



What do we need to know?

•  Where does radiated energy ul<mately come 
from?

•  Need to figure out ρ, P, T as func<on of r < R
•  3 ingredients:
– energy transport from center to surface -> T(r)
– hydrosta<cal equilibrium (what keeps the star from 

further collapse -> ρ, P

– Equa<on of state to relate ρ, P, T 



Energy Transport

•  3 mechanisms:
– Heat conduc<on (can be ignored given the 

humongous sizes of stars)

– Heat convec<on: Does play a significant role in 
many stars (see later)

– Radia<on (electromagne<c)
•  Propaga<on (in par<cular net outward flow)

•  Also need to account for radia<on sinks and sources
•  Also contributes to pressure!



Interac<on of photons with ma]er

•  Absorp<on
–  excita<on of atoms from lower to higher energy 

eigenstates
–  ioniza<on of atoms (electrons kicked out)

•  Emission
–  Atoms going from higher to lower energy eigenstate
–  Electrons get “caught” by ions

•  Sca]ering
–  Bremsstrahlung
–  Thompson (Compton) sca]ering



Opacity in Photosphere
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Random Walk of photons through sun





Stellar Model
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Interior Structure


